The differential reduction algorithm which allow one to express generalized hypergeometric functions with arbitrary values of parameters in terms of functions with fixed values of parameters differing from the original ones by integers is discussed in a context of evaluation of Feynman diagrams. Where it is possible we make a comparison between our results and ones based on a standard technique. It is shown that the criterion of reducibility of multiloop Feynman integrals can be reformulated in terms of the criterion of reducibility of hypergeometric functions. The HYPERDIRE -Mathematica based program, for differential reduction of hypergeometric functions of type p F p−1 with non-exceptional values of parameters to a set of basic functions is presented.
Introduction
It is commonly accepted that any multiloop and multi-leg Feynman diagram in covariant gauge within the dimensional regularization [1] could be treated as a generalized hypergeometric function [2] . Starting with α representations, each Feynman diagram can be written in the form of Mellin-Barnes type integral [3, 4] 
with Y a are algebraic functions of external kinematic invariants and A, B, C, D are some matrices depending in a linear way on dimension of space-time n (an arbitrary complex number) and powers of propagators. After application of the Cauchy theorem 1 this integral can be rewritten as linear combination of multiple series 2 :
For real diagrams, some of the variables x k may be equal to complex numbers. We will call this type of variable we will call "hidden" variable and the corresponding index of summation is the hidden index of summation. In all existing examples, thew representation (2) belongs to a Horn type series [6] (if the hidden index of summation is considered as an independent variable); however in our knowledge, the proof that any Feynman diagrams can be described by a series of Horn type does not exist. Representation of (1) or equivalent representation (2) we will call hypergeometric representation (see discussion in [6] ) of Feynman diagrams. For Horn type hypergeometric functions there are, so called, step-up/step down operators for upper/lower parameters (see the discussion in [7, 8] ). These differential operators change the value of one of the upper (via application of step-up operator) or down (by application of step-down operator) parameters by unity. In [9] , the algorithm was developed which allows one to construct inverse differential operators -step-down/step-up operators, correspondingly, starting with direct operators and a system of differential equations for a hypergeometric function. By these differential operators acting on the hypergeometric function the value of any parameters can be changed on arbitrary integer numbers. This procedure, application of differential operators to shift the parameters by an integer number, is called the differential reduction.
This type of construction can be applied also to reduction of any Horn-type hypergeometric functions and/or Feynman diagram to the set of hypergeometric functions with desirable properties 3 . To our knowledge, at the present moment application of the differential reduction technique to evaluate a Feynman diagram has never been discussed 4 besides [11] .
The reduction of Feynman diagram or hypergeometric functions to the basis is not enough for real physical application. Due to the presence of UV-and IR-divergences, the Laurent expansion of Feynman diagrams around integer value of space-time dimension should be constructed. This is called an "ε-expansion" of the diagram. In terms of hypergeometric function this problem is equivalent to construction of Laurent expansion of hypergeometric functions around rational values of their parameters. However, even now the general form of functions generated by Laurent expansion of hypergeometric functions around a rational number of parameters is unknown (see [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] ). We will explore these results for differential reduction at z = 1.
The aim of this paper is to consider the advantages and disadvantages of differential reduction approach to evaluation of Feynman diagrams by the example of generalized hypergeometric function p F p−1 .
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we will discuss the differential reduction algorithm for generalized hypergeometric functions p F p−1 . It is a crucial step in proving theorems of construction of all-order ε-expansion presented in [14, 15, 16, 17] . Section 3 contains illustrations of application of differential reduction to some Feynman diagrams. In section 4, the Mathematica [18] based program, HYPERDIRE, for differential reduction of hypergeometric function is described. The results of our analysis are shortly summarized in Section 5. In Appendix A, we have described interrelations between a set of basis functions of HYPERDIRE and a set of hypergeometric functions whose higher-order ε-expansion was constructed in [19] .
2 Differential reduction algorithm for generalized hypergeometric function p F p−1
Notation
Let us consider the generalized hypergeometric function, p F q (a; b; z), defined around z = 0 by a series
where (a) k is a Pochhammer symbol, (a) k = Γ(a+k)/Γ(a). The sequences a = (a 1 , · · · , a p ) and b = (b 1 , · · · , b q ) are called the upper and lower parameters of hypergeometric func-tions, respectively. In terms of the operator θ:
the differential equation for the hypergeometric function p F q can be written as
The hypergeometric functions with difference in values of one of the parameters on ±1 we be called contiguous functions, and linear relations between contiguous functions and their derivatives are called contiguous relations. 5 . In particular, the following universal (see discussion in [8] ) differential identities between contiguous functions are
which directly follow from series representation of (3). The operators B
) are called the step-up (step-down) operators for upper (lower) parameters of hypergeometric functions.
Non-exceptional values of parameters
In [9] , it was shown that if there were step-up (step-down) operators, then inverse operators (step-down/step-up) could be constructed and these operators were uniquely defined (up to modulo of equation Eq. (5)). This type of operator was constructed explicitly for the hypergeometric function p F p−1 by Takayama in [21] . Below we reproduce for completeness his result:
and
where | a→a+1 means substitution of a by a + 1. The functions t i (x) and s i (x) are polynomial in x, so that Eqs. (8) and (9) are polynomial in derivative. Let us introduce symmetric polynomial P (p) j ({r k }) as follows:
so that
For example, P
A similar consideration is valid also for the last relation in Eq. (9):
The differential reduction has the form of a product of several differential step-up/stepdown operators H
F ( a + m; b + n; z) = H ± {a}
so that maximal power of θ in this expression is equal to r ≡ i m i + j n j . In a symbolic form it could be written as
where R and {S j } are some polynomials. Since the hypergeometric function p+1 F p ( a; b; z) satisfies to the differential equation of order p+1 (see Eq. (5)):
6 Due to the relation
not all step-up operators are independent:
it is possible to express all terms containing higher power of operator θ k , where k ≥ p + 1, in terms of rational functions of parameters and argument z times by θ j , where j ≤ p. In this way, any function p+1 F p ( a + m; b + k; z) is expressible in terms of the basic function and its first p-derivative:
where m, k is the set of integer numbers, and S and R i are polynomials in the parameters {a i }, {b j } and z. From Eq. (8) follows that if one of the upper parameters a j is equal to unity, then the application of the step-down operator B − a j to the hypergeometric function p+1 F p will produce the unity, B − 1 p+1 F p (1, a; b; z) ≡ 1 . Taking into account the explicit form of the step-down operator B − 1 ,
we will get the differential identity
The case when two or more upper parameters are equal to unity, a 1 = a 2 = 1, does not generate any new identities. As a consequence, if one of the upper parameters a j is positive integer, the reduction procedure has a modified form:
where l is the set of integer numbers. Let us write explicit expressions for the inverse operators for several hypergeometric functions. For the Gauss hypergeometric function we have:
For the hypergeometric function 3 F 2 the inverse differential operators are the following
For the hypergeometric function 4 F 3 the differential operators are 
Repeating this procedure several times, we are able to split any original hypergeometric function with several parameters having unit difference into a set of hypergeometric functions with only one kind of parameters having unit difference (for the particular cases see Eqs. (7.2.3.21)-(7.2.3.23) from [22] ):
where
For a special set of parameters, Eqs. (7.2.3.21) and (7.2.3.23) from [22] are useful:
where in the last equation, m n are integer ones and all σ i are different, and if
Let us return to the last expression in Eq. (28) and rewrite it as follow:
where m, {k r }, {l j } are integer numbers and a, {a k }, {b j } are parameters of the basis function. Using the reduction procedure described in Sec. 2.2 we will transfer this function to the function of the following type:
and then apply the following differential relation (Eq. (7.2.3.47) from [22] ) 7 :
where the derivative
with the help of
For m ≥ p the differential identity (34) can be converted into the differential identity of order p − 1. Collecting all relations together we get the final
We remind that further simplification of Eq. (36) can be done due to relations (6), (7), which can be written as
Recursive application of this expression allows us to reduce higher powers of derivatives in Eq. (36):
7 Another useful relation is Eq. (7.2.3.50) from [22] :
where we accept that q ≤ r. For a particular set of parameters, a further simplification of Eq. (36) can be done. For example, for a = 1:
where a j , b k = 1. Another useful relation for particular values of parameters of the basis function were derived in [23] :
and for b = 1
where Leech's function Φ(z, p, a) is defined as [7] :
so that Li n (z) = zΦ(z, n, 1).
Criterion of reducibility of hypergeometric functions
In this section, we will formulate the criterion of reducibility of the hypergeometric function p F q ( a; b; z): under what conditions the hypergeometric function p F q ( a; b; z) and its derivatives are expressible in terms of hypergeometric functions of lower order and/or lower derivatives. By the first Criterion of reducibility of the hypergeometric function p F q ( a; b; z) to functions of lower order, we will call the result derived by Karlsson [24] (we would like to note, that the main algorithm, described by Eqs. (6)- (9), is working very well for this set of indices):
In particular,
In the explicit form, the first Criterion of reducibility of the hypergeometric function is:
Criterion I The hypergeometric function p F q ( a; b; z) where the parameters a i = b i + m i and m j are positive integers, is expressible in terms of functions of lower order (Eq. (43)).
Relations (27), (28), (30) give us the second Criterion of reducibility of the hypergeometric function p F q ( a; b; z) to functions of lower order. In the explicit form it was derived in [23] (see Eqs. (18)- (20) in [23] ). Assuming that (i) {a 1 , · · · a n } are different and (ii) if a r − a i are integer and equal to N, then N > m i ,
so that we formulate it as:
Criterion II The hypergeometric function p F q ( a; b; z) with a set of parameters (two or more)
, where m j are positive integers, are expressible in terms of functions of lower order when additional conditions on the parameters a i (see Eq. (44)) are satisfied.
Relations (37), (38) will be considered as the third Criterion of reducibility of a number of basis elements of higher order: Criterion III The result of differential reduction for the hypergeometric function of the following type p F p−1 ( A, a; 1 + A, b; z) is expressible in terms of the original function and hypergeometric functions of lower order and their derivatives.
Relation (19) is the last Criterion of reducibility of a number of derivatives: Criterion IV If one of the upper parameters of the hypergeometric function is an integer number, the result of differential reduction for the hypergeometric function has one less derivative and is described by Eq. (20) The Criteria I-IV of reducibility of hypergeometric functions are much simpler than the proper Criterion of reducibility of Feynman diagrams (compare with [25] ).
About all-order ε-expansion of hypergeometric functions
Recently, several theorems have been proven about the structure of coefficients of allorder ε-expansion of the hypergeometric functions around integer and/or rational values of parameters [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 26, 27, 28] . For a recent review, see publication [28] .
Reduction at z = 1 and construction of ε-expansion
The value z = 1 is a particular case of "hidden" variable. It is evident that in the r.h.s. of Eq. (17) application of Eq. (5) gives rise to generation of factors 1/(1 − z) k so that a direct limit z → 1 cannot be defined. Let us remind that the hypergeometric series defined by Eq. (3) converges [7] for |z| = 1, when Re is not expressible in terms of functions of the same type but has a more complicated structure [29] . Nevertheless, we can perform the analytical continuation z → 1 − z of the coefficients of the ε-expansion of hypergeometric functions entering in the r.h.s. of Eq. (17) . It was shown in [30] , that under transformations z → 1−z, hyperlogarithms are expressible again in terms of hyperlogarithms. In this way, when the coefficients of the ε-expansion are expressible in terms hyperlogarithms, there is an opportunity to find the limit z → 1−z of differential reduction, but only in fixed order of ε-expansion and only for values of parameters of hypergeometric functions where analytical structure of coefficients is known.
An alternative approach to evaluation of hypergeometric function at z = 1 was discussed in [12, 13, 21, 31] .
Application to Feynman diagrams
As illustration of the differential reduction algorithm let us consider the diagrams shown 8 in Figs. 1 and 2 . Any diagrams suffer, in general, from an irreducible numerator. Using the Davydychev-Tarasov algorithm [33] any tensor integral can be represented in terms of scalar integrals with the shifted space-time dimension and arbitrary (positive) powers of propagators. In our analysis of the structure of the coefficients of the ε-expansion we will distinguish two cases: even value of space-time dimension n = 2m−2ε, and odd one, n = 2m−1−2ε, where m is an integer number. Since mainly all considered diagrams include the massless subloop, we will present for completeness the result for the Q-loop 
where σ = Q+1 k=1 σ k . Some of the massless lines can be dressed by insertions of massless chains. In this case, the σ k can be represented as follows
, where r k and R k and integer numbers.
One-loop vertex: particular case
We want to remind that any one-loop vertex type diagram with arbitrary masses, external momentum and power of propagators can be reduced by recurrence relations derived by help of integration-by-parts technique [34] to a vertex type master integral plus propagator type master-integral and bubble integral (all powers of propagators are equal to unity) or, in the case of zero Gram and/or Cayley determinants, to the linear combination of propagator type diagrams and bubble integrals. In terms of hypergeometric functions, the cases of zero values of Gramm/Cayley determinant mean that hypergeometric function describing original vertex diagram can be reduced to the Gauss hypergeometric function with the following set of parameters (see [27, 35, 36] )
where {I a } are arbitrary integer numbers. In the case of non zero Gram and/or Cayley determinants, the one-loop vertex master-integral is expressible in terms of a linear combination of the Gauss hypergeometric functions and Appell function F 1 [37] .
For compactness, we use the short notation, j abc = j a + j b + j c and j ab = j a + j b . The hypergeometric representation for the master-integral shown on Fig. 1 was published in [28] . For the diagrams shown on Fig. 1 , both the Gramm and Cayley determinants are nonzero.
• The diagram C 1 with arbitrary powers of propagators are expressible in terms of two hypergeometric functions 3 F 2 (see also Eq.(3.44) in [38] ):
In accordance with the differential reduction algorithm, each 3 F 2 function is expressible in terms of 2 F 1 functions with one integer upper parameter and rational function:
For even value of space-time dimension, n = 2m − 2ε, these functions belong to the class of hypergeometric functions with integer values of parameters; for odd one, n = 2m−1−2ε, some functions are generated multiple inverse binomial sums, wheres the others are multiple binomial sums which could be rewritten in terms of functions of the first type (see discussion in [11] ). In a standard approach there are one vertex master-integral, and bubble and massless propagator type diagrams (equivalent to rational function).
• For the diagram C 2 the result is
Similarly to the previous case, the result of reduction is expressible in terms of 2 F 1 with one integer upper parameter
and rational function. First function belongs to the class of hypergeometric functions with integer values of parameters; the structure of the coefficients of the ε-expansion for second one depends 9 on parity of space time dimension: for even value of n it belongs to integer values of parameters, and for odd one, the second function belongs to the zero-balance case. In a standard approach there are one-vertex masterintegral and diagrams expressible in terms of the product of Gamma-functions.
• The diagram C 3 with arbitrary powers of propagators is expressible in terms of the 4 F 3 function:
In accordance with the differential reduction algorithm, this function could be written in terms of the 3 F 2 function with upper integer parameter and its first derivative (plus algebraic function):
Depending on the parity of space-time dimension this function belongs to that with integer values of parameters (even space-time dimension) or to zero-balance case (odd space-time dimension). In a standard approach there are one vertex-and one propagator-type master-integrals and diagrams expressible in terms of the product of Gamma-functions.
• The diagram C 4 with an arbitrary powers of propagators are expressible in terms of 3 F 2 function:
Differential reduction algorithms give rise to the 3 F 2 function with upper integer parameter and its first derivative (plus algebraic function):
As in the previous case, this function belongs to function with integer values of parameters (even space-time dimension) or to zero-balance case (odd space-time dimension. In a standard approach there are one vertex and one propagator masterintegrals and diagrams expressible in terms of the product of Gamma-functions (equivalent to rational function).
E q 120
Let us consider the q-loop bubble type diagram E q 120 (see Fig. 2 ) with two different masses with two massive lines and r-and q − r massless propagators:
The particular case of this diagram was analyzed in [11] . The first non trivial diagram of this type corresponds to q = 3, r = 1 (three-loop bubble with two different masses). The Mellin-Barnes representation is
Closing the contour of integration on the left we obtain (see notations in [35] ):
(q−r−1)
Let us analyze the results of reduction of hypergeometric functions entering in Eq. (52) in approximation of integer values of β, σ j (σ ≥ 2) and ρ k . We will distinguish two cases: r = 1(q ≥ 3), and r ≥ 2(q ≥ 4). For (i) r = 1 both the hypergeometric functions of Eq. (52) are reducible to 2 F 1 with one integer upper parameter:
In a standard approach there is one-master integral and integrals expressible in terms of Gamma-functions. For (ii) r ≥ 2 one of the hypergeometric functions is reducible to 2 F 1 with both upper parameters containing non zero ε-part, whereas the second one is expressible in terms of 3 F 2 with one integer value of parameter:
The structure of the coefficients of the ε-expansion (for an arbitrary r and q) depends only on the parity of space-time dimension: zero-balance case for odd value of space-time dimension and integer values of parameters for even one.
For q = 3 and r = 1 we will present the explicit form of master-integral (all powers of propagator are equal to unity) in dimension n = 4 − 2ε. In this case, we have
The Gauss hypergeometric function can be reduced to the basis functions considered in [11, 14, 19] by the following relations:
For illustration, we present the first few coefficients of the ε-expansion:
+ε z ln z 1 3 ln 2 z(ln z−10)+17 ln z + 2ζ 2 (ln z−5)+2ζ 3 −49
where z = m 2 /M 2 . To cross-check our results, we evaluate the first few coefficients of the expansion of the original diagram in the large-mass limit [39] using program packages [40, 41] and compare it with the proper ε expansion following from the results presented in [11, 14, 19] .
J q 22
It is one of the most studied Feynman diagrams. Let us consider the q-loop sunset type diagram J q 22 with two massive lines with the same mass m and q−2-massless subloop (see Fig. 2 ). It is defined as
Closing the contour of integration on the left we obtain (see the notation in [35] ):
For q = 1 (see the footnote to Eq. (58)), the function 4 F 3 is reduced to 3 F 2 that coincides with [35] . In the 2-loop case, q = 2, the hypergeometric representation for this diagram was derived in [42, 43] . Let us analyze the result of reduction of hypergeometric function in approximation that all parameters, α 1 , α 2 , σ k are integer. For q = 1(σ k = 0) we got the 3 F 2 function with integer difference between down and upper parameters. In accordance with a general algorithm of reduction, this kind of 3 F 2 is reducible to 2 F 1 with one upper integer parameter, so that we have one basis hypergeometric function and rational function (for one-loop propagator there are one master-integral of the same topology and bubble diagrams). For q = 2 we got 4 F 3 with integer parameter's difference and one integer upper parameter, so that it is reducible to 3 F 2 with one integer upper parameter, its first derivative and rational function:
In accordance with the results of [44] , in this case there are two nontrivial master-integrals of the same topology and diagrams expressible in terms of the product of Gammafunctions. For q ≥ 3 we will have 4 F 3 with integer parameters difference, which is reducible to 3 F 2 and its first two derivatives:
The structure of the coefficients of the ε-expansion (for an arbitrary q) depend only on the parity of space-time dimension: zero-balance case for odd values of space-time dimension and multiple inverse binomial sums for even values. 10 In the 1-loop case, q = 1, the factor Π q−1 k=1
is equal to unity, and the representation Eq. (58) coincides with the proper results of [35] .
E
Let us consider the q-loop bubble type diagram E q 1220 (see Fig. 2 ) with two different masses with two massive lines and r-and z massless propagators:
where by construction r ≥ 2, z ≥ 0 and as a consequence, q ≥ 3. Using the Mellin-Barnes representation
11 In order to get the Mellin-Barnes representation for the diagram B q 1220 (see Fig.2 ) it is necessary to put r = 1 and ρ = ρ 1 → 0 (smooth limit exists). In this case, z = q−2. and there is cancellation between two Gamma-functions Γ where σ = z k=1 σ k , ρ = r j=1 ρ j , α 1,2 = α 1 +α 2 , z ≡ q−r−1 . Closing the contour of integration on the left we obtain (see the notation in [35] ):
where we have introduced the short notation,
Let us analyze the result of reduction of hypergeometric function in approximation that all parameters, α 1 , α 2 , β, σ k , ρ j are integer. We will distinguish three cases:
both hypergeometric functions of Eq. (62) are reducible to 2 F 1 with one integer upper parameter:
In a standard approach there is one master-integral of the same topology. For (ii) z = 1 (r = q − 2), both the hypergeometric functions are reducible to 3 F 2 with one integer upper parameter:
For (iii) z ≥ 2 the first hypergeometric function is reducible to the 3 F 2 hypergeometric function and its first two derivatives; the second one is expressible in terms of the 4 F 3 function and its first two derivatives (one of the upper parameters is integer):
The structure of the coefficients of ε-expansion (for arbitrary q and r) depend only on the parity of space-time dimension: zero balance case for odd values of space-time dimension and multiple inverse binomial sums for even values.
We will present the explicit result for the three-loop case, q = 3 and z = 0, r = 2 (massless subloop in massive loop is missing, so that σ k = σ = 0) and n = 4 − 2ε. In this case, there is one master-integral with
To reduce the Gauss hypergeometric function to a set of functions studied in [11, 14, 19] we apply the following relations:
The first coefficients of ε-expansion are following
where z = m 2 M 2 and variable y is defined as
The next order of ε-expansion is too long to be published here and available from [55] . We will mentioned only that, in accordance with expansion for the Gauss hypergeometric function constructed in [19, 11] , the linear in ε term is expressible in terms of Nielsen polylogarithms only.
To cross-check our results, we evaluate the first few coefficients of the expansion of the original diagram in the large-mass limit [39] using program packages [40, 41] and compare it with the proper ε-expansion following from the representation presented in [11, 14, 19] . To construct series expansion around 1 − y (small parameter of heavy mass expansion) we use the trick described in [45] : in present case the variable 1 − y can be written as series in small parameter z (z → 0):
For completeness we present also explicit the result for the diagram of type B q 1220 (see 
where q ≥ 2. For q = 2 the hypergeometric representation 13 was derived in [47] . The result of differential reduction of the hypergeometric function in approximation that all parameters α 1 , α 2 , β, σ k are integer follows from the results (64)-(66): (i) q = 2 (ii) q = 3 (iii) q ≥ 4. We only point out that for (ii) q = 3, the second hypergeometric function in Eq. (65) is reducible to 2 F 1 and its first derivative, so that the results of reduction are
It is interesting to note that for m = M (it is so-called single scale case, see [48] ), there is only one master-integral of this topology [40] . It is a consequence of reduction of hypergeometric functions 3 F 2 and 2 F 1 with special values of parameters and argument 1/4 to the product of Γ-functions. For details, see Eqs. (4.36) and (4.42) in [27] .
We present the explicit results for three-loop case q = 3 and n = 4 − 2ε. In this case, the first master-integral corresponds to α j = β = σ j = 1, for the second one we can take 12 For the case of equal masses m = M and q = 4 the Mellin-Bernes representation for this diagram have been published in [46] . In order to derive result of [46] from our expression (61) it is enough to redefine the variable of integration s: s = N 2 − α 12 − z. 13 In this case, σ = 0 and the factor Π q−2 k=1
is equal to unity. α 1 = β = σ = 1 and α 2 = 2:
To express all hypergeometric functions entering in Eqs. (71),(72) in terms of functions, which have been analysed in [19] (see Appendix A for details), the following set of relations should be applied. For the Gauss hypergeometric function entering in Eq. (71) and Eq. (72), we apply the following relations:
A similar relation for 3 F 2 functions has a more complicated form:
where the following relation was used:
Closing the contour of integration on the left we obtain:
HYPERDIRE -Mathematica based program for differential reduction of generalized hypergeometric functions
In this section we will present the Mathematica 15 based package HYPERDIRE (HYPERgeometric DIfferential REduction) for differential reduction 16 of the hypergeometric function p F p−1 . The program is available from [55] . The current version, 1.0, deals with non-exceptional values of parameters only. The package consists of two files: the Takayama algorithm is implemented in file "HYPERDIRE.m", and a example of application of HYPERDIRE is given in the second file "example.m".
The package can be loaded by standard way where the input arguments are:
• Argumentsvector = {{P parameters}, {Qparameters}, argument} is the list of the parameters and argument of the hypergeometric function 17 P F Q ({P parameters}; {Qparameters}; argument) .
Example:
The hypergeometric function 3 F 2 (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ; b 1 , b 2 ; z) corresponds in the program to the list {{a 1 , a 2 , a 3 }, {b 1 , b 2 }, z}.
• 15 It was tested for Mathematica5.0. 16 All recent programs [52] deal with the construction of the ε-expansion for hypergeometric functions or with the algebra of the coefficients of the ε-expansion. The algorithm described in [53] for reduction of the Gauss hypergeometric function with non-exceptional values of parameters has been implemented in MAPLE. At the same time, for example, to prove gauge invariance of bare Green functions [54] , the explicit reduction, before the ε-expansion, is necessary. • f lag can take any numerical value. If "f lag" is NOT equal to zero, Eq. (5) is used finally to remove the highest powers of derivatives actioning on the hypergeometric function.
Calling routine "simplifyPFQMultiple" yields the result in the following form:
{nomOperator, Argumentsvector, denomOperator} where
• nomOperator is the numerator of the differential reduction operator acting on the hypergeometric function with parameters "Argumentsvector" (in terms of notation of Eq. (15) it corresponds to k P k θ k ).
• Argumentsvector is the new arguments of the hypergeometric function obtained in accordance with values defined by "Changingvector".
• denomOperator is the denominator of the differential reduction operator (in terms of notation of Eq. (15) it corresponds to R). We will remind that it is polynomial with respect to parameters.
Note that the symbol "theta" is internal notation of HYPEDDIRE for the operator defined by Eq. (4). As an example, let us consider the reduction formula (25) . In HYPERDIRE it corresponds to the following expression simplifyPFQMultiple[{{a1 − 1, a2, a3, a4}, {b1, b2, b3}, z}, {1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, 1] with result
{{a1, a2, a3, a4}, {b1, b2, b3}, z}, (−a1 + b1)(−a1 + b2)(−a1 + b3)}
The first argument in this list corresponds to the composite operator in the right-hand side of Eq. (25), the second argument of the list corresponds to the new parameters of the hypergeometric function and the last one is the denominator of the composite operator, which in Eq. (25) was written in the l.h.s of equation. Again, we notice that the symbol "theta" stands for the differential operator defined by Eq. (4) and must be treated correspondingly. To illustrate the difference between zero-and non zero values of the last parameter in simplifyPFQMultiple , let us consider the additional example. We want to reduce the function 3 F 2 (2+a 1 , 1+a 2 , 1+a 3 ; b, 1+f ; z) to function 3 F 2 (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ; b, f ; z) . Calling simplifyPFQMultiple[{{a1+2, a2+1, a3+1}, {b, 1+f }, z}, {−2,−1,−1, 0,−1}, 0] we will get
Let us give additional explanation to the output of Eq. (86). Both our routines, "simplifyPFQmultiple[]" and "explicitForm[]", evaluate results in the form where the non commutative variable "z" stands to the left of the operator "theta". To use Mathematica build-in functions for commutative polynomial (which, in particular, allows one to essentially reduce the time of calculations), the standard function "Times[z, theta]" with the Attributes "Flat" and "Orderless" is used in the output for multiplication "z · theta". After that, all non-commutative variables (z, theta) will be sorted in canonical order (in our example it means that in the output, z stands to the right of the operator theta: in expression (86) terms like theta k /z a mean 1/z a theta k : ).
18
A further simplification can be carried out by one of the build-in Mathematica commands:
which gives us : {−((f (a1 + theta)(1 + a1 + theta)(a2 + theta)(a3 + theta)(−(theta(−1 + b + theta))
where again theta operators stand in the right-hand side 19 of variable z: theta k /z a 18 If we choose the long name for variable z, like "variableZ", the operator theta will stand to the right of the operator "variableZ", in accordance with canonical order.
19 See explanation after Eq. (86).
means 1/z a theta k . In an similar way we will call "simplif yP F QMultiple" with unit value of the parameter (that is equivalent to using of Eq. (5) for cancellation of higher power of θ):
with the result 
Conclusion
The differential reduction algorithm for reduction of the generalized hypergeometric function p F p−1 for arbitrary values of parameters is presented in detail. Special attention is given to the exceptional values of parameters. This algorithm closed the proofs of Theorems about construction of all order ε-expansions of hypergeometric functions presented in [14, 15, 16, 17] . For non-exceptional value of parameters the algorithm is implemented as the Mathematica based program HYPERDIRE. The differential reduction formalism via construction of step-up/step-down operators can be applied to reduction of any Feynman diagrams. The advantage of this approach is 21 We should like to note, that the following relation is also valid z a 1 a 2 a 3 (1+a 1 ) f 3 F 2 2+a 1 , 1+a 2 , 1+a 3 b, 1+f z = θ(θ+a 1 )(θ+b−1) 3 F 2 a 1 , a 2 , a 3 b, f z .
its simplicity and universality in construction of this type of operators, the full control over analytical structure of the Feynman diagram via hypergeometric representation, simplicity of the criterion of reducibility of hypergeometric functions to simpler functions and the existence of a few, recently developed algorithms [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19] , for construction of analytical coefficients of ε-expansion of hypergeometric functions. As illustration, we have considered a few examples (see diagrams shown in Fig. 1 and in Fig. 2 ) when Feynman diagrams with arbitrary values of powers of propagators and space-time dimension are expressible in terms of hypergeometric functions. When diagram is expressible in terms of one hypergeometric function (like J q 022 ) the result of differential reduction coincides with the result of standard reduction based on the integration by parts technique. When diagram is a linear combination of hypergeometric functions, the number of master-integrals is less than the number of basis hypergeometric functions. However, taking into account the structure of coefficients of ε-expansion, the number of basis functions is comparable with number of master-integrals.
The main problem of differential reduction is the existence of "hidden" variables ("hidden" indices of summation). This case demands a more careful study. Our idea it to explore the analytical structure of coefficients of ε-expansion of hypergeometric functions with respect to changing variable z → 1−z. Unfortunately, this approach is applicable only for a restricted set of parameters of hypergeometric functions where coefficients of the ε-expansion are expressible in terms of known functions.
where iterative solution for ρ (p−1−j) p+k (z) is given by Eqs. (2.13a)-(2.13b) of [16] and their explicit form in terms of generalized polylogarithms are collected in Section 3 of [16] .
A.2 One lower parameter is half-integer
In papers [19, 27] the ε-expansion of the following functions
+f ε, {1 + e j ε} R , {2 + c i ε}
where K − R ≥ 2 have been constructed 23 up to functions of weight 4 (up to weight 5 for z = 1/4). For these parameters, after trivial factorization, the coefficients of the ε-expansion contain functions of only one strongly defined weight. In this section, we will present explicit relations between basis functions of HYPERDIRE, defined by Eq. (17), and functions of Eq. (90). One of the auxiliary relation, which we will be intensively used, is: 
